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Foreword

The U',rectorate for Accession Policy, Office of the Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics), has responsibility for
policy oversight in the area of enlistment standards. Congress has urged DoD

and the Services to develop a strong foundation of empirical research upon

which enlistment standards can be based. The particulars of these standards

may be an important issue in planning for a future when a dwindling supply of

young people will be available as potential military accessions. At present,

enlistees must meet minimum standards in terms of age, citizenship, physical

and medical fitness, moral fitness, aptitude test scores, and eowicational

level. While test scores and educational level have been showri to help
predict military performance, current standards result in the acceptance of

many persons who subsequently fail to complete their terms satisfactorily.
As many as 15-20 percent of high school graduates and 30-40 percent of non-

. high school graduates are separated from the Services prior to completion of

the first term because of failure to meet behavior or performance criteria.

At a time when the costs of selecting, classifying, training, and equip-

Sping new recruits are extremely high, It is important to try to minimize the

enlistment of accessions who will fail to complete their first term. These

concerns led the Directorate for Accession Policy, OASD(MRA&L), to contract
with the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) for a study of

existing enlistment criteria and the collection of data that could lead to

improved' criteria. That project, "Evaluation and Improvement of Educational
and Moral Standards for Entry into the Armed Forces", began in March 1982 and

will be completed in March 1984.

ad The moral standards portion of the project encompasses four tasks:

* Documentation of the procedures &ne practices used by each
of the Services in processing moral waivers;

* Determination of the number and characteristics of
accessions with offense histories;
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e Validation of offender data as a predictor of subsequent
military performance; and

a Development of a model of additional information and proce-
dures for improvement of moral standards and waiver proces-

S~ses,

To complete these tasks, HumRRO has undertaken both analyses of existing

data reflecting upon the predictive validity of current enlistment standards

and the collection of more detailed background information on samples of FY

1983 applicants and recruits. Between February and June of 1983, over 34,000

military applicants and 40,000 recruits drawn from all four Services com-

pleted the Educational and Biographical Information Survey (EBIS), a HumRRO-

'I designed instrument eliciting more extensive information conc-rntng educa-

tional experiences and past behavior than is collected through current
Service screening practices. As the individuals who took the EBIS move

through their first terms of service, performance data will be collected and
* the predictive value of EBIS items will be analyzed. The full evaluation of

moral standards and suggested recommendations for streamlining or modifying

procedures and criteria will be made after analysis of the EBIS data. The
present report provides a description of Service moral standards and proce-

dures and analyses of existing data on the numbers, characteristics, and

performance of moral waiver accessions. Thus, this report completes the

first two tasks stipulated for the moral standards portion of the project and

3 partially fulfills the third. A future report, using performance data for

individuals who took the EBIS, will describe completion of the third and

fourth tasks.

The data presented in this report were obtained from the Defense Manpower

Data Center (DMDC), directed by Mr. Kenneth C. Scheflen. Ms. Helen T. Hagen

and Mr. Leslie W. Willis of DMDC West deserve special appreciation for their

analytic and programming support.

The documentation of current Service policies and procedures would not

have been possible without the generous assistance of Service policy

representatives: Mr. Louis Ruberton and Colonel William T. Zaldo,

Headquarters, Department of the Army; Mr. Charles R. Hoshaw, Captain G. E.

O'Brien, and Commander D. M. Graves, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations;
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Colonel Roger R. Campbell and Lt. Colonel James E. Watson, Headquarters,
U.S. Air Force; and Colon'el R. G. Leidich and Maj. L. R. Jurica, Head-
quarters, U,.S. Marine Corps. These individuals supplied HumRRO with needed
Information on Service regulations and reviewed the draft version of this

report for factual accuracy.

Special thanks are extended to Dr. W. S. Sellman, Deputy Director,
Accession Policy within the Office of the Assistant Secret-,trv of Ueferse
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics). Dr. Sellman serveo as Technical
Monitor for the Standards project, and in this role, developed the needed
liaison relations with Service policy representatives and provided cogent
advice and comments on this report as well as on the entire Standards
project. Captain Louise C. Wilmot and Dr. Irving Wallach of the Directorate
for Accession Policy (MRA&L) generously provided their comments and insights
in response to the draft report.

Dr. Barbara Means, a Senior Scientist within HumRRO's Manpower Analysis
Program, directed the Standards project and authored this report. Informa-

tion on Service regulations and valuable comments on the draft report were

provided by other members of the Manpower Analysis Program: Mr. Gus C. Lee,
formerly HumRRO Vice President and Manager of the Manpower Analysis Program;
Dr. Brian K. Waters, Manager of the Manpower Analysis Program; and Ms. Linda
Perelman, Manpower Research Associate, Preparation of the manuscript and
tables was facilitated by the excellent word processing skills of Ms. Emma

King.
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Summary

I All of the Services set moral character standards for enlistment. These

deal primarily with commission of criminal offenses and substance abuse.

Certain patterns of past behavior render an Individual ineligible for

service; other patterns, deemed less serious, do not eliminate an applicant,

but require individual review and the granting of a moral waiver.

3 Wal ver Types

There are eight categories of moral waivers reported on a DoD-wide basis:

* minor traffic offenses,

* 1 or 2 minor nontraffic offenses,

e 3 or more minor nontraffic offenses,

* nonminor misdemeanors,

e Juvenile felonies,

I * adult felonies,

* preservice drug abuse, andU
e preservice alcohol abuse.

I Although moral waiver information for all Services are categorized into these

eight types by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC), the specific patterns

of offenses for which each type of waiver may be given vary across Services.

* For example, a person with a record of six convictions for minor traffic

offenses incurred over a period of more than one year requires a waiver to

enter the Marine Corps, can enter the Army or Air Force without a waiver, and

5l needs a waiver for the Navy only if four or more convictions occurred in a

single year. In addition to variations in moral standards across Services,

'3 there are within-Service differenrces in standards applied to different types
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of applicants. In the Air Force and Marine Corps, current operational pro-

cedures place stricter moral requirements on non-high school graduates and

AFQT Category IV applicants.

The Services differ also in their bases for classifying an offense as a

felony or a misdemeanor. The Marine Corps uses the size of the penalty

actually imposed by the court for the particular offense; the Navy uses the

classification of the offense (i.e., felony or misdemeanor) used by the state

in which it was committed; and the Army and Air Force use a set of guide

lists of typical offenses of each type, which was developed by a 1966 Office

of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) study group.

Information about an applicant's past behavior needed for the Service's

moral character determination is first obtained through the recruiter-appli-

cant interview. Further information is provided on the enlistment applica-

tion (DU Form 1,966). If a criminal record or serious substance abuse is

revealed or suspected, processing of the applicant is held in abeyance

pending the execution of a police record check, The latter entails sending

if,• DO Form 369, Police Record Check, to courts arid law enforcement officials In

all communities in which offenses occurred or in which the applicant has

lived. For applicants requesting moral waivers, the applicant writes a

statement describing the circumstances and disposition of each offense, and

the recruiter writes a statement explaining the justification for granting a

moral waiver. Personal references are sought from responsible citizens and

correctional facility, parole, and probation officers, if applicabl.
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Waiver Processing Procedures

Moral waiver requests are then passed up from the recruiting station

through the recruiting command of the relevant Service, (The Conwmanding

Officer of the recruiting station may approve requests for traffic and minor

misdemeanor waivers for the Marine Corps.) Waivers for more serious offenses

(e.g., felonies) must be approved at higher levels of authority. Commanders

at lower levels have approval authority for more minor offenses and may

either disapprove requests for more serious waivers or transmit them to the

3 next level up with a recommendation for approval. The Services vary In terms

of the number of levels of waiver review and approval authority used in

processing moral waiver requests.

Frequency and Characteristics of Waiver Accessions

Over the last five years, between 12 and 18 percent of DoD non-prior

service accessions have entered on moral waivers. Most of these moral waiver

accessions have been in the Marine Corps and the Navy. In FY 1982, the

percentage of moral waiver accessions was 52 percent for the Marine Corps, 26

percent for the Navy, 8 percent for the Army, and 5 percent for the Air

Force. Most of the Marine Corps moral waiver accessions have waivers for

multiple minor traffic offenses. Navy moral waiver accessions fall

predominantly into the misdemeanor and drug abuse waiver categories. These

percentages probably are more reflective of differences in the criteria

various Services apply for these moral waiver categories than they are of

:4 differences in the behaviors of individuals.

:5 Compared to accessions without moral waivers, moral waiver accessions are

slightly less likely to be high school graduates, less likely to have AFQT

5 r vii



scores in the lowest acceptable category (AFQT Category IV), more likely to

be male, more likely to be age 19 or older, and more likely to be white.

Performance of Waiver Accessions

In terms of attrition, moral waiver accessions as a group perform very

similarly to their counterparts who did not require waivers (30 versus 28

percent attrition over three years of service). For FY 1977, 1978, and 1979

cohorts of male non-prior service DoD accessions, there was never as much as

a full month's difference in the average number of months served by waiver

and nonwaiver accessions.

Analyses of attrition data for specific types of moral waivers did show

some differences, however. The highest adverse attrition rates across the

three cohorts, three education categories, and four Services analyzed were

for multiple minor misdemeanors. These data suggest that a pattern of

repeated infractions may be an indication of personality characteristics

Inversely related to military success.

Recommndations

Major barriers to the validation of moral standards reside in the lack of

adequate data on which to base policies. It is not known how those who are

rejected on moral grounds would have performed if accepted for service. In

addition, the data that are maintained on a DoD-wide basis--notably Defense

Manpower Data Center records of moral waiver types granted, waiver approval

levels, and separation codes--employ very general categories. Offense

history information collected on DD For-m 1966 and in the Entrance National

Agency Check (ENTNAC) is maintained only In hard copy form. We recommend a

Joint-Service Committee to consider:

viii10 v1 Nil
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•, * the development and adoption of a descriptive taxonomy of
criminal offenses,

5 * standardization and automation of the information collected
on DO Form 1966 and in the ENTNAC, and

* revision and revitalization of the inter-Service separation
code system.

A second area of recommended modifications involves separating two goals

that have become increasingly entangled:

* the application of minimum moral character standards for
service entry and

* the use of offense history data--along with other types of
information--to estimate an applicant's likelihood of
successfully completing a term of service

Variations among the Services in their standards regarding traffic offenses

5 iand minor misdemeanors and the increasing tendency to apply different moral

standards to different groups (e.g., nongraduates, low-AFQT applicants, and

women) make these enlistment policies difficult to defend as moral stand-

3 ards. Rather than trying to use the moral waiver process as a mechanism for

reducing attrition, we recommend that more uniform moral standards be

developed dealing with serious offense histories and that these standards be

applied equally to all applicants. Information about minor legal infractions

I (e.g., traffic tickets, minor offenses) can still be used in the selection

process; this information can be combined with information about the Individ-

ual's education level, AFQT category, and other behavioral and background

data to obtain the best available prediction of attrition rates.

i
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Moral Standards for Military Enlistment

I Moral standards for Service entry deal with criminal behavior, sexual

3 conduct, and substance use. Service policies stipulate that certain patterns

of involvement with law enforcement agencies, drug or alcohol abuse, or

3. sexual misconduct render an individual ineligible for military service.

Applicants with offense histories that are deemed less serious may be

admitted, but only after individual review and the granting of a moral

1 wai ver.

5 The Marine Corps' description (Marine Corps, 1979) of the purpose behind

screening for moral character is representative: An applicant's moral

character Is determined in order to (1) prevent the enlistment of persons

whose social habits (e.g.,, thievery) would threaten unit morale; (2) screen

out those who would be likely to become serious disciplinary problems; and

3m (3) assure enlistees and their parents that recruits will not be thrown into

close contact with chronic offenders or people who have committed serious

3 crimes. It should be noted that attrition data are relevant to the first two

of these purposes but not the third. Even if totally ineffective from the

, standpoint of screening out those likely to misbehave after accession, moral

* standards may be important in maintaining the Services' image and morale.

3 Disqualifying. Conditions
-The Services specify a variety of circumstances under which an individual may

not enlist:

U e if the individual is Intoxicated or under the influence of
drugs any time during processing;

e as an alternative to pros.ecution, indictment, incarcera-
tion, probation, or parole;

Al
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* if under civil restraint (confinement, parole, probation,
or suspended sentence) other than unconditional suspended
sentence or unsupervised unconditional probation;

e if a civil suit Is pending against the applicant.
(Exceptions may be made.)

In addition, applicants with certain backgrounds are deemed ineligible:

* psychotic disorder;

* homosexuality;

e antisocial behavior;

* questionable moral character;

* alcoholism

* sexual perversion

* frequent difficulties with law enforcement agencies.

The Services, also bar individuals with certain criminal history records

and substance abuse patterns from enlisting, but these standards vary by

Service, as discussed in the next section.

M Stories RbquIring Noral Waivers

There are eight types of moral waivers reported on a DoD-wide basis:

v minor traffic offenses,

* 1 or 2 minor nontraffic offenses (e.g., disturbing peace,
loitering),

0• e 3 or more minor nontraffic offens.es,

* nonmlnor misdemeanors (e.g., unlawful entry, indecent
LU exposure),

9 juvenile felony,

I adult felony,

a preservice drug abuse,

e preservice alcohol abuse.

14 2



Despite the use of common waiver reporting categories, the Services'

policies and procedures with regard to these categories differ. For example,

p_ the Air Force regards its drug and alcohol abuse policy as separate from the

moral waiver process per se, and hence does not give "moral" waivers for

preservice drug and alcohol abuse. In addition, the offense patterns for

which each type of moral waiver may be given vary across Services. These

differences are summarized in Table 1. Following Table 1 is a table for

each Service showing whether an individual with a particular offense history

or pattern of substance abuse can enter that Service without applying for a

moral waiver, must have a waiver, or is ineligible (Tables 2 through 5).

I CClassification of Offenses

A 1966 Department of Defense Study Group report on moral waiver pro-

Scedures (OASD[Manpower], 1966) pointed out the inconsistent standards that

resulted from the Services' use of differing legal codes as a basis for

classifying offenses. At that time, the Navy and Marine Corps were using

the offense classification imposed by the jurisdiction ini which the offense

occurred. This meant that the same act--for example,, taking a "Joy ride" in

someone else's automobile--might be classified as a felony for one applicant

and as a misdemeanor for another, depending on the state in which the act was

committed. The Army and Air Force, in an attempt to avoid these inconsisten-

cies, were basing their classifications on the maximum possible punishment

for the act according to the Table of Maximum Punishments of the Manual for

Courts-Martial.

The Study Group recommended that the Services adopt a common, uniform

offense classification system. It provided lists of typical offenses classi-

fied as minor traffic offenses, minor nontraffic offenses, nonminor misde-

meanors, and felonies. These guide lists appear as Tables Al through A4 in

3
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W Waiver M~as and

Table 2
AvAV Noals Standards

muiwer LAWel Of

1. Traffic offensesa
4 o r 6 nasnls m NA

4 or mors to a singre year Id Cdr, Recruiting Anas
2. 0iner nontraffic offamees

Iles$ than 4 moeth sentence)
1 N NA
2 or mer I Cdr, Reciuiting Area

3. Noggeinor misdiaanorsc.Rering itit
(4-12 umoth sestence)

4. Juveile felovhyb
I or Nw4 ce, U

S. Adult felony
1 felony W Cdr. NILMrAC
a or mer I MA

6. Csamities Of' effuses
I adult + I Juveile Mellny W Cdr, NILMICE
1 adult +. I Juvnle felony -s

misdaomnu r Cdr. NILPIRC

Iadult + IJuvmnilefelony + 3 o

I adult + 2 or More 4uvenile felonifs I MA
"~ilt felony + 1nmI n
eisdmsaner WCr IPA

1 661lt felony, I "mnomnr
eiat sonesr + 1-2 minor mon-
traf fie misdomsaors U dr MXLPUC3N

I adult felony, I ne.wnor + 1-2

Iadult folow +. 3 or we mrsiesfor

7. orq-abuaa vela~ed effamw W Cdr, MILPIWACN
6. Alcohol abuse leadin to loss of job,

arrest, or treatme!n W CO, JSAWIEC

~.Marijuana
Use Wi thout arrest m MA
Ponessossto convictlonc W Cdr, 14)LPEACINN Traffichin COWvCiONC I 10A

Use witiwut Arrest

Over12 moo CS, UMARE
Ultisin last 12moth Wcc MSAR

Possession cmnictionc Cdr, MILPEIRCIN
Trafficking convictiontc I MA

It. Oth~er "impoe pharking.m
Useln offense ig nitdbfr gei o .a onviction o des

Traffickn g lae conviction. r rca sflnes eadeso hi

meximme ne tY under state law.



Key: N - No waiver needed
NW - Waiver needed and

me be granted
1 1-egbl., Ron-

waivable

Table 3
Navy Noral Standards

Waiver Level of

Ird Waiver Authorit
1. Traffic offemns&

0-3 in a sinle year N NA
4 or 5tn a single oar W Cdr, Recruiting District
6 or more In a single year I• NA

2. Hinor (no"-traffic) misdemeanors

1-4 violations W Cdr, Recruiting DistrictU or more NA

3. Nowmnor sisdamanors
1 RisdmLmnor W Cdr, Recruiting District
2 miedemeanors W Cdr, Recruiting Area
Srisearneors I NA

4. Juvenile felemyb
I or U W Cdr, Recruiting Command

S. Adult fa1ow

I or a W Cdr, Recruiting Cammnd

6. Coinations of offes W Varigic

7. Oru-abuse related conviction W Variesd

8" Alcohol abuse leading to civil
conviction W Varleid

e W10h$ cenvitien or
depndeceN VA

Posmseliom conviction ii Vartesd
Trafficking conviction I NA

1U. 1eoticst
Use without conviction or

dependence
Over 12 mnths ago W Cdr, Recruiting District

SWithin last 12 months I NA,
Poasesion conviction W Varlesd
Trafficking conviction I NA

11. Wool- drsd (h0lucinegens,
barbiturates, amphetamines)

Use without conviction or
v Zr U moths ago N NA

6-12 montUhs ago Cdr, Recruiting District
Wit~hin last 6 months I NA

•.Posessillon conviction W Variesd
Trafficking conviction I NA

Sallms M CK9eINV 130 s1,15Mrh
I &Includes iproqr perking.

bwandled as though offense cammitted by an adult.
CApplicats with offenses in more then one category (whose ntimber of

offenses In any one category does not cceed the maximum for thet category)
require a waiver at the level stipulated for the most serious offense type
comi tted

dirested as civil conviction, felony or miwsdemuanor, as stitpulated by
state law.

e3trtcter standards apply for Nuclear Field, submarine duty, and sensitive
nuclear weapons progrmmu.

6
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Key: N - No waive" needed
W - Waiver needed and

may be granted
waivable

Table 4
Air Force Moral Staidards

Waivr Level of

1. Traffic offinselb
0-3 In a single year N NA
4 or 5 in a singe year N NM
6 or more In a single year W Cdr, Recruiting Group

2. Minor non-traffic offenses
(04 month sentence)

1N NA
2 or more W Cdr, Recruiting Group

3. Nmnminor misdemeanors
(4-12 month sentence)

I or more W Cdr, Recruiting Service

4. Juvenile folonyc

4 or J ef C Wd t'dr, Recruiting Service

A. Adult felony
I or more bid Cdr, Recruiting Service

6. Cominatiolls of offenses
6 or more traffic/minor nontraffic

misdoemenors in any 1 year W ,dr, Recruiting Group

10 or more offenses W Cdr, Recruiting Service
7. Drug-abuse related conviction I NA

6. Alcohol abuse leading to loss of job,
arrest, or tretlmflt* INA

9. Marl Juana
Ue without camvfctio N "A
Posesesion conviction Mf Cdr, Recruiting Service
Trafficking conviction I NA

10. FarcotIcs
use, without conviction Wf NQ USAF/NPXOA
Possession conviction hif HQ USAF/MPXOA
Trafficking conviction I NA

11. Other drugs
Barbiturate or amphetamiune uO Wf Cdr, Recruiting Service
Hallucinogen uses I NA
Possession convictiton I NA
Trafficking conviction I NA

ATH 3J•-Z ug 192 & personal coeinic1tion with Air Force Recruiting
Service.

a0baiver status for high uchool graduate applicants. Nongruduates are not
normally accessed If they require moral waivers.

bnoes not InLlude paid overtime parking tickets.
cFelOny comitted before age 10 for which a conviction or adverse

adjudication was made in civil or Juvenile court. Treated same as adult
•fl• 02YAof I July 1963, felony waivers will be authorizo only In cases whter
conviction or adverse adjudication did not result in confinement, probation
exceeding 6 months, or a fins or restitution over $100.

eThe Air Force considers these behaviors as part of its drug and alcohol
abusl policy rather than as moral standards par so.

rWaivers granted *only In the case of unusual and deserving applicants
otherwise fully qualified.' Some specialties have stricter standards; AP'PT
Category IV applicants may not receive drug waivers.

1<.,. 7,;,:•:,:.:.•. ,,-
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Appendix A. The Study Group report also offered the suggested rule that

offenses not listed on one of the guide lists be classified (1) as felonies

i if the '4ximum confinement under local law exceeds one year, (2) as nonminor

misdemeanors if it exceeds four months but is less than a year, and (3) as

minor misdemeanors if it Is four months or less.

Currently, the Army and Air Force use the Study Group recommendations in

Sclassifying offenses. For offenses not included in the Study Group guide

lists, the Air Force uses the maximum possible penalty utider local law. The

Navy uses the classification used by the state in which the violation

occurred (except for minor traffic offenses); the Marine Corps uses the

i penalty imposed by the court (see Table 5).

Waiver Authority Levels

5 Moral waiver reques t s are initiated at the recruiting station and then

proceed up through various levels of the recruiting hierarchy, as specified

by the particular Service. The levels through which moral waiver requests

3 are reviewed can be seen In Figure 1. The authority to actually approve

moral waiver requests is delegated to varying levels in the Service hier-

archy, depending upon the seriousness of the offense(s). The approval

level for each moral waiver type is shown In the third column in Tables 2

through 5. (Note that waiver requests must pass through levels that do not

5 have approval authority, as shown in Figure 1. At these levels the request

is either turned down or a recommendation is made to grant the waiver.)

Currently, the ArnLy approves moral waivers at four different levels while

the Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps each employ three levels. (The Marine

Corps uses a fourth level of review for waivers requested by females and by

applicants who are not high school graduates.)

9
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In general, higher levels of authority are required to grant waivers for

more serious offenses or for frequent offenders. These waivers are

accordingly more expensive to process, but they are also less frequently

requested.

Army applicants' moral waiver requests go first to the recruiting area

commander, who makes the final decision on minor traffic or nontraffic

offense waivers and passes other waiver requests deemed meritorious on to the

recruiting district commander. The recruiting district commander makes final

Udecisions concerning nonminor misdemeanors. Other waiver requests are either

denied or are forwarded to HQ U.S. Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) with a

recommendation for approval. The USAREC commander approves or disapproves

Juvenile felony waivers and either' disapproves ur forwards waivers for adult

felonies or drug abuse. The latter two types of waivers may be approved only

by the commander of the Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN).

The Navy system is similar to that used by the Army. Waivers need to be

reviewed by each intervening level and a recommendation written for the rele-

vant approving authority. The U.S. Navy Recruiting Command (NAVCRUITCOM)

approves or disapproves all felony waiver requests (adult or juvenile). The

recruiting area commander deals with waiver requests for two nonminor misde-

meanors. All other moral waiver requests are dealt with at the recruiting

district level.

In dealing with male high school graduate applicants requiring moral

waivers, the Marine Corps uses three approval levels. The commander of the

recruiting station has approval authority for traffic offenses not treated as

a felony or misdemeanor and for other offenses for which the total period

of civil restraint was under 6 months and the total fine less than $500.

V I



Individuals with offense records involving civil restraint for more than

6 months but less than a year or fines totaling over $500 but less than

I $1,000 must have their waiver requests approved by the commander of the

recruiting district. The commanding general of the appropriate Marine Corps

recruit depot (either Parris Island or San Diego) must approve all other

waiver requests (those dealing with felonies, nonminor misdemeanors, or

drugs). Moral waiver requests for female applicants and for male non-

graduates are treated differently. All types of moral waivers for females

must be approved at HQ Marine Corps. For male nongraduates, waivers for

offenses involving 6 months or more of civil restraint or fines totaling

$500 or more, nonminor misdemeanors, felonies, or preservice drug use must be

approved at the HQ Marine Corps level.

Currently, the Air Force approves moral and drug waiver requests at

either the recruiting group or the HQ USAF/MPXOA (Military Personnel Plans

Policy Accession) level. The commander of the recruiting squadron or group

may disapprove requests for any type of waiver; waiver requests for two or

more minor nontraffic offenses or for six or more minor offenses (traffic

and/or nontraffic) in one year may be approved at the recruiting group

S• level. Approval of the recruiting command at the United States Air Force

Recruiting Service (USAFRS) or HQ USAF/MPXOA is required for all other types

of moral waivers. The Air Force raised the level required for waiver

approvals in 1982. Formerly, less serious waiver requests were dealt with at

the squadron level, and USAFRS approval was needed only for applicants who

had a conviction for a felony or 10 or more offenses of some type.

The authority level at which each type of waiver may be granted for each

Service, is shown in the third column of Tables 2 through 5.

12



Decision Criteria

While regulations state that waivers may be granted for the behaviors

listed in Table 1, the actual decision to grant the waiver is left to the

commanding officer at the specified level of the recruiting hierarchy.

(Waivers may be disapproved at lower levels.)

In making waiver decisions, the Marine Corps instructs recruiting service

personnel to take into account "aggravating and mitigating circumstances,

education, and mental/physical qualifications, and the basic M,;ral character

of the individual" (Marine Corps, 1979, pp. 2-28). Air Force recruiting per-

sonnel are instructed to "deny enlistment when the applicant is not the type

of individual we want" (Department of the Air Force, 1982). The doctrine for

rM all four Services urges use of the "whole person concept" (Department of the

Air Force, 1982; Department of the Army, 1980; Department of the Navy, 1983;

Marine Corps, 1979). Factors considered can include education level, apti-

tude, experience, age, activities other than school work, school record,

letters of reference, and personal interviews. Two generalizations can be

3 made concerning these stated decision criteria: They are vague enough to

give the decision maker room for subjective evaluations, and they encompass

both the value of the applicant to the Service (educat'ion and aptitude 'level)

and the likelihood that the individual will misbehave after accession. Types

of information used in assessing the probability of full rehabilitation

include the nature of the offenses committed, length of court sentences

imposed, age at commission of the of enses, and time since last offense.

5 Character assessments may be obtained from employers, school officials,

doctors, ministers, and parole officers.

I--
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II
Procedures

The following description is, for, the most part, a general one; detailed

procedures vary somewhat among the Services.

The first step in determinig moral eligibility is the recruiter-appli-

cant interview. Recruiters advise applicants that all arrests, convictions,

or adverse juvenile adjudications must be revealed regardless of the disposi-

U tion of the case and of whether or not a waiver is required. Applicants are

tolo that they will be the subject of an Entrance National Agency Check

(ENTNAC) ard that any type of involvement with law enforcement officials is

likely to be disclosed.

Subsequent to the recruiter's interview with the applicant, one of the

following actions Is taken depending on the circumstances:

. If the applicant's background makes him or her i'neligible

for service, processing terminates.

m If the applicant admits to a record, verbally or on the

enlistment application (DO Form 1966) but no further judi-

cial action is pending (which would make him or her

ineligible automatically) or if the recruiter suspects

that the applicant is concealing a record, further

enlistment processing is held in abeyance pending inquiry

and a moral eligiblity determination,

. If the applicant states and certifies on DD Form 1966 that

there is no record of arrests, charges, adverse juvenile

adjudications, or convictions, and no charges pending,

processing continues prior to the initiation of police

record checks.

14
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During the interview with the applicant, the recruiter determines whether

a moral waiver is required for enlistment, and the applicant and recruiter

decide whether to request the waiver. Generally, waivers are not required on

the basis of arrest or questioning not resulting in preferral of charges or

when charges are dismissed without adjudication. Waivers are required for

convictions, regardless of whether the court record was expunged or sealed,

or whether the individual was later pardoned. Exceptions to the conviction

criterion are use of certain illicit drugs, for which all Services require

waivers regardless of whether there are any convictions; alcohol abuse, for

which the Army and Marine Corps may require waivers; and the Air Force

practice of requiring a moral eligibility determination for anyone who admits

to committing two or more misdemeanors or one or more felonies (even if no

.arrests or convictions resulted).

Recruiters are instructed to request waivers only for individuals whom

they judge as fully rehabilitated. During good recruiting periods, the Ser-

vices tend to stress the principle that waivers should be requested only for

applicants who are otherwise highly qualified for Service. The Marine Corps,

for instance, instructs recruiters to request a moral waiver for an applicant

only if he/she finds "highly favorable traits or mitigating circumstances

which would outweigh the r6aeI for rejection and render- the applicant an

asset to the Marine Corps" (p. 2-31). At present, Marine Corps recruiters

are authorized to request misdemeanor, felony, and drug waivers only for

Sindividuals with above-average AFQT scores. Air Force recruiters normally

may requesL moral or drug use waivers for high school graduate applicants

only, and drug use waivers only for those in AFQT Category IIIB or above.

(Nongraduates may be considered if they are exceptional applicants.)

15



Required Documentation

Once the decision has been made to request a moral waiver, the applicant

writes a statement describing the circumstances and disposition of each

offense. The recruiter writes a statement explaining the justification for

requesting the waiver arid assessing the individual's potential contribution

to the Service. Three personal references from "responsible citizens" (e.g.,

educators, ministers, doctors) must be furnished on DD Form 370, Request for

Report from Employer-School-Personal References. In addition, the Army and

Navy require a report from the last school attended, and the Army requires a

;I report from all employers during the year prior to enlistment application as

well as an explanation for any periods of unemployment lasting three months

or more. If applicable, favorable reports from correctional facilities and

, parole or probation officers are required. A police record check (OD Form

369) is requested for Marine Corps applicants with juvenile or adult felony

convictions; for Army applicants with convictions other than minor traffic

convictions for which no waiver is required; and for all Navy and Air Force

applicants (except where release of data from official records is prohibited

by statute or by local law enforcement policy). DD Form 369 Is sent to

municipal, county, or state law e7forcement officials, including courts,

probation officers, and parole officers for each community in which commis-

sion of an offense was revealed (regardless of its disposition) and for each

coimunity in which the applicant has lived during the preceding five years.

The check is conducted to show the existence of the charge; its final dis-

position; dates of probation, confinement, conmmitment, or parole; and degree

of rehabilitation.

I The Navy and the Air Force have additional forms which must be completed

by applicants requesting waivers for incideoits involving drug use.

* 16
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Numbers of Moral Waiver Accessions

Over the last five years, accessions with moral waivers have comprised

from 12 to 18 percent of non-prior service (NPS) accessions DoD-wide. Table

6 shows the percentage of non-prior service accessions admitted with each

3 atype of moral waiver for FY 1980 through FY 1982.

These figures show considerable variation across years and across Ser-

vices, reflecting differences in the recruiting market and In the stringency

of moral standards policies and practices. Many of these differences can be

m understood by referring to the differences in standards shown In Table 1.

In FY 1982. for example.. 39 percent of Marine Corps accessions entered the

U. Corps on traffic offense waivers while less than 1 percent of Army accessions

had this type of waiver. The Marine Corps figure reflects its policy of

I requiring a moral waiver of any individual who has had six traffic viola-

S.tions, including parking tickets, in his or her life. The other Services

require traffic offense waivers only in the case of applicants with over six

(Army, Air Force) or four (Navy) traffic offenses in one year.

3 Similarly, 11 percent of Navy FY 1982 accessions entered with a waiver

for prior drug use compared to less than 0.01 percent of Army accessions in

"I that year. It is unlikely that the appeal of a Navy career is strongly cor-

related with drug use or that no drug users were accessed into the Army.

Rather, these figures reflect (1) the Army's emphasis on drug use convictions

and (2) the Navy's policy of urging applicants -to detail anL previous

involvement with drugs with the assurance that, except in serious cases, past

drug use per se would not render the individual ineligible for Navy service.

"17
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Characteristics of Moral Waiver Accessions

In light of the somewhat subjective nature of the moral character screen-

Ing process, it is useful to look at the effect of the screen on the enlist-

ment of individuals with various types of backgrounds. The numbers of

3 Iindividuals with combinations of various demographic and offense history

characteristics who originally seek to enlist and are turned away either

I informally by recruiters prior to application or more formally after applying

(either with or without processing of a moral waiver request) are not known.

However, Defense Manpower Data Center data provide information on the charac-

teristics of accessions admitted with moral waivers, and these individuals

u Jmay be compared to accessions without waivers.

Table 7 shows the percentage of high school graduates among moral waiver

I and nonwaiver accessions, and Table 8 shows the comparable breakout for AFQT

categories. Guidance instructs commanding officers to grant moral waivers

only when the individual's other qualities (education and aptitude) indicate

3 a high probability of success in military service. Accordingly, one would

expect to find a higher percentage of high school graduates among moral

waiver accessions than among accessions as a whole and, similarly, a higher

proportion of high-aptitude individuals. As Table 7 shows, this has not been

the case for education status. However, this picture may change. Recently

the Air Force determine1 that only exceptional nongraduate applicants may

enter with moral waivers, and the Marine Corps requires nongraduate appli-

I •cants requesting waivers not approvable at the recruiting station level to

* get HQ Marine Corps approval.

The data in Table 8 suggest that AFQT scores are modestly related to

granting of moral waivers. A somewhat higher proportion of moral waiver

* 19
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Tabl e 7
Percentage of High School Graduates Among NPS Accessionsg bWith and Without Moral Waivers, by Service and Year, FY 1977-81

1971 Fiscal Year of Accession-

197 1978 1979 19M0 1981ý

Waiver 55 70 54 43 74

SNonwaiver 61 73 65 56 81

UNavy
On Waiver 71 69 67 65 67

Nonwaiver 76 73 76 77 78

S Ai r Force

IWaiver 87 75 73 73 82

Nonwalver 93 86 85 85 90

Marine CorpsrnWaiver 70 71 73 76 78

Nonwaiver 72 70 72 78 81

UDOD
SWaiver 68 71 67 64 73

Nonwaiver 72 76 73 69 83

S Source: Defense Manpower Data Center, special analyses.
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Table 8

AFQT Category Distribution for lIPS Accessions, FY 1979-81,
by Noral Waiver Status,, Service,, and Year of Accession (in percent)a

F Y1979 FY1980 FY1981

Waiver Nomnwiver Waiver Nonwaiver Waiver Nonwaiver

Arnq'I AFOT 1/11 19 16 17 15 28 23
AFQT IIIA i5 13 is 12 20 16
AFQT IIIB 25 23 24 22 31 29I AFOT IV 41 47 44 s0 22 32

NavyIAFQT 1/11 39 37 42 35 44 37
AFQT IIlA 22 21 25 22 24 23
AFQT 1118 23 22 21 24 24 26
AFQT IV 16 19 12 19 8 14

RE p

AFOT 1/11 42 39 42 39 48 43ft AFOT IIA 25 24 25 25 25 25
AFQT II1B 2S 27 24 27 21 25
AFQT IV 8 10 9 10 6 8

mcAFQT 1/11 29 21 31 22 37 28I AFQT IIlA 21 20 21 20 24 24
AFOTI111B 27 28 25 27 28 32
AFQT IV 24 31 22 31 10 16rn DOD
AFRT 1/11 32 26 33 25 39 32
AFQT IIA 20 18 21 18 24 21

S AVFJT 1116 25 24 24 24 26 27
ART IV 23 31 22 33 11 20

S Source: Defense Manpower Data Center, special analyses.

&May rnot sumi to 100 percent because of rounding.
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accessions have above-average AFQT scores (39 percent in FY 1981 compared to

32 percent for nonwaiver accessions). This trend may increase as well. rhe

Marine Corps now limits the types of moral waivers for which AFQT Category IV

applicants may apply (Marine Corps, 1981).

Tables 9 through 11 compare the sex, age, and racial composition, respec-

tively, for moral waiver and nonwaiver accessions. A higher proportion of

waiver accessions than of nonwaiver accessions is male. This finding is

hardly surprising since the Services' low female enlistment quotas allow them

to be quite selective in dealing with female applicants and since the drug

1 41 use and criminal activity patterns requiring moral waivers are more common

among males.

Moral waiver accessions tend to be somewhat older than nonwaiver acces-

sions. As shown in Table 10, approximately 55 percent of the non-prior

service accessions admitted on moral waivers in FY 1979 were age 19 or older

while only 49 percent of nonwalvr accessions fell into this age group.

Table 11 shows that, at least for the Marine Corps and the Army, a

considerably higher proportion of moral waiver accessions than of nonwaiver

accessions is white (all non-black accessions are coded as white). Since the

behavior patterns requiring moral waivers are not more comnmon among whites

than among blacks, the data sugjgest that the moral waiver review process has

a negative impact on blacks' prospects for entering service.
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Tabl e 9
Percentage of Females Among NPS Accessions With and Without

Moral Waivers, by Service and Year, FY 1977-81

Fiscal Year of Accession
197 1978 1979 1980 1981

~~Army

Waiver 09 14 12 05 07

SNonwalver 09 14 - 14 15 16

Navy
Waiver 02 03 05 05 05

Nonwaiver 05 08 13' 14 13

Ai r Force

Waiver 07 08 12 09 07

Nonwaiver 14, 19 21 20 14

Marine Corps

Waiver 02 04 03 03 04

Nonwaiver 04 07 07 08 08

SWaiver 04 06 07 04 05

Nonwaiver 08 13 14 15 14

Source: Defen~se Manpower Data Center, special analyses.
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A Table 10

Age Distribution for FY1979 MPS
Accessions by Moral Waiver Status and Service

Age at Entry

171 1 0 122 23+

S Waiver 5 29 21 14 9 6 15

¶Nonwalver 10 39 21 11 6 4 10

S Navy

Waiver 1s 31 21 12 7 5 10

FZ Nonwalver' 17 38 20 9 5 3 7

S Air Force

S Waiver 9 24 21 15 10 7 15

Nonwalver 12 35 19 10 7 5 11

S Marine Corps

S Waiver 16 39 22 10 5 3 b

Nonwaiver 23 42 18 7 4 2 4

S Waiver 12 32 21 12 7 5 10

Nonwaiver 13 38 20 10 6 4 9

S Source: Defense Manpower Data Center, special analyses.
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Table 11
Percentage of Blacks Among NPS Accessions With and Without

Moral Waivers, by Service and Year, FY 1977-81

Fiscal Year of Accession
""1977 1978 19/9 19M. 1981

SWaiver 20 27 27 19 16

Nonwaiver 30 35 38 31 28

Navy

SWaiver 09 10 12 09 09

Nonwaiver 12 14 16 15 14

USAF~

SWaiver 10 13 10 09

Nonwalver 11 14 16 15 1.4

W&iver 14 17 19 13 10

Nonwaiver 22 28 34 32 25

DoD

Waiver 13 16 18 13 10

Nonwalver 21 24 27 24 21

Source: Defense Manpower" Data Center, special analyses.
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Attrition Among Moral Waiver Accessions

-aWhen an individual leaves one of the Services, the reason for leaving is

coded by the particular Service and subsequently translated into one of the

Service-wide Inter-Service Separation Codes (ISCs). There are 64 two-digit

codes representing the reason for separation, and these are grouped by

their first digit into seven more global categories (0 Release, 1 Medical,

2 Dependency/Hardship, 3 Death, 4 Officer Program, 5 Retirement, 6-8 Failure

Aft to Meet Minimum Behavioral/Performance Criteria, 9 Other). Most analyses

have simply used attrition (ISCs 1, 2, 3, 5, 6-8, and 9) or adverse attrition

(ISC 6-8) as performance measures. Since the two-digit codes are more speci-

fic than these categories, and in some cases are quite descriptive (e.g.,

drug use, financial irresponsibility, alcoholism), we reasoned that they

might provide better criterion measures fcr evaluating the moral waiver

Sprocess. Certain types of waivers could be expected to relate more closely

to specific kinds of separations than to attrition generally (e.g., acces-

sions on preservice alcohol abuse waivers might be particularly likely to bea
separated for alcoholism).

Our prepar.,tory work included requesting Defense Manpower Data Center

tabulations of the frequency with which each two-digit code was used for

accession cohorts from 1977 through 1981. Table 12 contains a listing for

all codes used for at least 0.5 percent of the male non-prior service force

in their first year of service, from FY 1977 through FY 1981. (One-year

attrition rates were used instead of three-year rates to permit comparisons

across years up through FY 1981, a year when separation policies could be

expected to be more similar to the policies which will affect our study

sample than those affecting the FY 1979 cohort.) As inspection of Table 12

m 26



Table 12

Inter-Service Separation Codes Used for at Least 0.5 Percent of
NPS Males in their First Year of Service, FY 1977-81

Code Explanation Year of Accession _

"- i977 1978 1979 1 1981

0 Release from Active Service

1 Medical Disquallfications

10 Conditions existing prior to Service X X
16 Unqualified for Active Duty-Other X X K X X

I 2 Dependency or Hardship

3 Death

4 Entry into Officer Proerams

40 Officer Commissioning Program K X

# 5 Retirmnt

S 6 - 8 Fgilure to Neet Ninimi Behavioral
or Verformnce StandWUM-

I 60 Character or Behavior Disorder X X X X
61 Motivational Problems X X X X
63 Inaptitude XK
73 Court Martial X
74 Fraudulent Entry X X X X
78 Good of the Service X X X
86 Expeditious Discharge X X X X

• 87 Trainee Discharge X X X X X

h-1 9 Other Separations or Discharges

91 Erroneous Enlistment or Induction K X K K X

Source: Defense Manpower Data Center, special analyses.
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reveals, two-digit ISCs are not likely to prove particularly revealing. The

Services do not use the more descriptive ISCs, and they have been using fewer

and fewer different codes, dropping from 9 codes meeting the criterion for

inclusion in our table for the 1977 cohort to only 4 for the 1981 cohort.

Il Moreover, the two-digit codes that are employed are so nondescript (e.g.,

trainee discharge, expeditious discharge) that analyses of two-digit codes

would add little to the information obtained from measures of adverse and

. total attrition. Further attrition analyses concentrated on these two varia-

bles.

The effect of existing moral character screening procedures on attrition

rates cannot be measured in a theoretically ideal manner because data on what

would have been the military performance of those screened out are absent.

The only data available are the attrition rates for those who are let in,

either with or without a moral waiver.

Comparing DoD accessions with moral waivers to those without waivers

shows that, on the whole, the former are only slightly more likely (3D

versus 28 percent) tc be separated from service before completing a full

three years, It is unclear from the aggregated data whether the lack of any

sizable difference in attrition and perseverance should be attributed to a

successful screening process that filters out individuals who have not been

rehabilitated or ",o the irrelevancy of offense history information for

predicting militar'y performance.

We attempted to obtain a more sensitive measure of perseverance in

military service by computing the number of months served (from 0 to 36 with

longer terms coded as 36) for males entering a first term of service between
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FY 1977 and FY 1979. Mean values for each Service's accessions for FY 1977,

FY 1978, and FY 1979 are shown in Tables 13, 14, and 15, respectively.

5 Analyses of variance were run for each Service cohort with moral waiver

status (waiver, nonwaiver), education level (nongraduate, GED, high school

graduate), and race (black, white) as factors. Even with the statistical

power afforded by extremely large sample sizes, the moral waiver variable

attained significance in only 2 of the 12 ANOVAs. (Education level was sig-

nificant in all analyses and race in 8 analyses.) Moral waiver accessions

served approximatly 1.5 months less than nonwaiver accessions in the Army's

FY 1977 (F%7.65) and FY 1978 (F-9.13) cohorts. The percentage of variance

accounted for by moral waiver status in these analyses Is paltry (less than 1

percent in all cases).

After failing to find meaningful differenceý between waiver and nonwaiver

accession groups, we looked at performance by moral waiver type. Tables 16

through 18 show the 36-month adverse attrition rates ror male non-prior ser-

vice accessions enteri,',q from F'Y 1977 through FY 1979 with each type of moral

waiver as well as that for male accessions without moral waivers. Too few

females entered service with moral waivers to permit reliable computations of

attrition rates for them by waiver type; consequently, adverse attrition

rates for female non-prior service accessions with any type of moral waiver

are compared to those for female dccessions without moral waivers in

T, ,l)e 19.

Table 20 shows average male adverse attrition rates For each type of

moral waiver over this three-year period by education level. Attrition rates

B which are significantly different from the attrition rate for, accessions in

the same education category without a moral waiver are shown in boldface

type.
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Table 19

Average Percentage 0-36 Month Adverse Attrition for Female
FY1977-79 NPS Accessions, by Moral Waiver Status, Education, and Service

ArW Navy Air Force Marine Corps

ms

- Waiver 22.00 19.40 25.26 6.90
(50)0 (67) (95) (29)

- Nonwaiver 24.97 16.63 25.96 21.26
(877) (523) (1,595) (127)

Waiver 32.99 32.58 14.48 11.56W (197) (264) (442) (346)

Nonwaiver 32.86 23.42 22.98 38.05
.•_ •(2,173) (1,644) (2,964) (226)

•11 HSG

I Waiver 18.45 28.26 15.20 16.27
(3,182) (1,525) (855) (1,211)

Nonwatver 18.16 11.34 10.31 18.21
(46,951) (16,324) (32,241) (4,437)

• TotaW

Waiver 19.34 28.56 15.66 15.07
(3,429) (1,856) (1,392) (1,586)

- Nonwauver 18.92 12.56 12.01 19.23
(50,001) (18,491) (36,800) (4,790)

I Source: Defense Manpower Data Center, special analyses.

•_• aTotal number of accessions FY77-79 appears in parentheses.
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WI
Generally, adverse attrition rates for male moral waiver accessions are

similar to those of nonwaiver accessions drawn from the same education group.

-- This holds even for the most serious waiver category--adult felonies--but it

should be noted that very few individuals with such records are admitted

(0.2 percent of DoD accessions), and that the screening of those who are

admitted can be assumed to be quite stringent. The highest adverse attrition

rate among moral waiver categories is that for multiple minor misdemeanors.

The loss rate for accessions with waivers for one or two minor misdemeanors

was significantly higher than that for their counterparts without moral

waivers in 9 of the 12 education/Service categories. Although many of the

offenses falling into this category appear trivial--damaging road signs,

violating curfew, trespassing, and the like--individuals with records of

'multiple minor misdemeanors are nearly 7 percent more likely than their

counterparts without moral waivers to be separated from service becAuse of

behavioral or performance deficiencles. 1

These data suiggest that a pattern of repeated infractions may be an

indicator of personal characteristics inversely related to military success.

Taking this line of logic one step further, it would seem reasonable to

suppose that histories of discipline or adjustment problems not resulting in

criminal convictions (e.g., in school or on the job) might prove similarly

predictive of military attrition.

11t should be noted that the attrition data analyzed here are for FY1977-79
accessions while the moral standards described earlier in this report are
those in effect in 1983. While the definitions of particular waiver types
have changed somewhat since 1977, the types of offenses classified asI felonies on the one hand and as minor misdemeanors on the other and the
percentage of accessions with these backgrounds has remained relatively
constant.
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SOne purpose of the Standards project is to investigate this hypothesis

and to determine whether individuals who have had problems adjusting to the

rules and social environment of schools or jobs can be adequately identified

from their responses to items on the Educational and Biographical Information

Survey (EBIS). Performance data collected on individuals who took the EBIS

in the spring of 1983 will be used to formulate a delinquent behavior scale

that can be used to predict adverse attrition. In a later report, HumRRO

will analyze and describe the feasibility of incorporating this kind of

behavioral data into the Services' moral character screening process.

ON
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Discussion and Recommendations

Although we realize that policy decisions concerning enlistment stand-

All ards are not made on the basis of performance data alone, we feel that the

presentation of the data in this report would be incomplete without some

discussion of its implications.

Overall, accessions on moral waivers are not much more likely than non-

waiver accessions to be separated from service for failure to meet behavioral

3 or performance standards. However, there are significant differences for

some types of moral waivers, typically those for more minor offenses.

Education status continues to be the best predictor of satisfactory

military performance. None of the adverse attrition rates for high 'school

£• graduate accessions with various types of moral waivers (Tables 16 through

19) was as high as the rates for nongraduates and GED holders who did not

require waivers. Hence, a high school graduate who requires a meral waiver

is a better risk (from an attrition vis~wpoint) than a nongraduate who

does not need a waiver. From this viewpoint, streamlined procedure3 for

processing moral waiver requests for high school graduate applicants seem

appropriate.

However, the Services still may want to perform a very careful review

before admitting any applicant who has committed serious offenses. The image

and morale of the Armed Forces have to be considered. Accordingly, there are

really two separate issues here:

* the need for minimum moral character standards that ensure
recruits that they will not be thrown into close contact
with persons who have committed serious crimes; and

o the use of criminal record data to predict attrition.
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Multiple minor offenýes (such' as traffic tickets or minor misdemeanors)

are associated with somewhat heightened adverse attrition rates. While high

school graduates with such backgrounds still display acceptable performance

levels, nongraduates who have comitted the same relatively minor offenses

shpcv adverse attrition rates above the already high levels for nongraduates

without moral waivers.

The problems caused by intertwining the issues of acceptable moral char-

acter and attrition prediction become apparent when one tries to draw policy

implications from these data. On the basis of attrition data, it would

appear reasonable to minimize the acceptance of nongraduates with minor

offense histories while facilitating acceptance of high school graduates with

the same kinds of offense histories. However, it would seem ludicrous to

label the first group "morally unfit"' and the second group "morally accept-

Sable". We recommend instead that minimum moral character standards be set,

'dealing only with serious offense histories or other unacceptably deviant

behavior. These st'ndards would be applied equally to applicants of all

education backgrounds, AFQT categories, and both sexes. A second process,

without the value-laden label of "moral standards" would involve a comprehen-

sive evaluation of the individual's likelihood of serving successfully. This

determination would consider education level, test scores, and frequency of

law violations as well as other background information with proven predictive

value. It is our hypothesis that addilig other indications of poor adjust-.

ment--school discipline problems, quitting or being fired from jobs, running

away--to criminal history records will produce a more predictive scale.

Avoidance of the costs associated with extensive processing of waiver

requests for minor offenses could be achieved at the same time.
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Steps Toward Validating Speclifc Criteria

3 There are two major stumbling blocks obstructing a real validation of

moral enlistment standards:

e There are no data on how individuals rejected on moral
character grounds would have performed if allowed to

* enlist.

e Detailed automated criminal history data are not main-
tained.

IWhile the Services bre unlikely to purform a validation "experiment,"

admitting groups of moral ineligibles, the lack of data on such individuals

-3 could be ameliorated if more detailed automated records were maintained.

In cases where linear relationships between offense frequency and military

performance are uncovered, statistical estimations of the performance of

5 individuals with more offenses (now ineligible) could be based on the per-

formance of those accessed with fewer offenses.

"I Further, variations In Service standards could be exploited for valida-

3 tion purposes. For example, the Navy requires a waiver for Individuals who

have had four traffic offenses in one year and rules those with six offensec

in one year ineligible; the Army and Air Force do not require a waiver unless

3 there were six or more 'traffic offenses in one year; the Marine Corps

requires a waiver for indviduals with six traffic offenses in a lifetime.

If number of traffic offenses (annual high and total) were coded for each

accession, the number of offenses declared unacceptable could be based on

factual data. For example, such records would allow checking whether sailors

with four traffic offenses (on waivers) perform any differently from sailors

with three (no waivers) or recruits in other Services with six offenses (now

Ineligible for the Navy).
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Such analyses require a uniform, detailed system of coding offense

history data and automated offense records for all accessions. (Such a

3 system would not require uniform enlistment standards.) We would suggest the

establishment of an inter-Service task force to study the criminal historyw• data issue and to make recommendations concerning the content and format of

automated criminal history records. This effort would include the develop-

ment of a taxonomy of criminal offenses at a mure descriptive level than the

current moral waiver categories. The applicability of work done by the

Department of Justice and criminal justice researchers should be explored.

Once offense types have been developed, individual records could be designed

to include,,

* number of each type of offense committed by each acces-
D ssion,

* date of each offense,

* age at commission for each offense, and

# disposition of each case (fine, sentence, probation,
arrest without conviction, etc.).

Such records could be incorporated Into the kind of automated Joint-Service

AM data entry system for military applicants recommended in a recent Rand

Corporation report (Berryman, Bell, & Lisowski, 1983). Because of the

3• sensitivity of these data, Privacy Act implications and political constraints

would have to be considered.

I We recognize the serious problem the Services have faced in obtaining

3•. complete, accurate criminal history information from state awl local authori-

ties. Some jurisdictions refuse to release such data, particularly for-

"i juveniles. Some records are "expunged" or "sealed". Other agencies are
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willing to supply criminal history records but charge fees for furnishing

OD Form 369 data. Even when full records are available, states differ widely

in their classification and treatment of the same offense.

These problems fall outside the scope of the present project. While we

recognize the limitations of the data available from applicant interviews and

ENTNACs, we would argue that preserving the information that is available in

a usable form is an -important first step.

Validation efforts would be enhanced further if the system of separation

codes were revamped. As noted earlier, a complex system of separation codes

exists in theory, but most of the codes, particularly the more descriptive

codes, are not used. This is another area where inter-Service cooperation in

setting up a usable system seems appropriate. While reasons for involuntary

separation are often mixed, it should be possibl'e for researchers to identify

which cases involved particular types of criminal offensc , Arugs, or alcohol

use,

If detailed offense and separation data were maintained on all acces-

sions, regardless of whether they needed moral waivers, validation studies

would be facilitated, It would be possible to get attrition rates for,

specific numbers and types of offenses, rather than just the current broad

categories. Attrition is such a broad problem, encompassing both voluntary

and involuntary separations, that preservice offenses or substance abuse may

have little correlation with attrition generally, while still being good

predictors of specific types of separations for unacceptable behavior.

In general, our review of moral enlistment standards indicated that

major problems revolve around the lack of adequate data on which to base
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policies. The data that are maintained on a Joint-Service basis--notably,

Defense Manpower Data Center records of moral waiver types granted and waiver

approval levels--are quite general and often aggregated in such a way that

some Services find them difficult to use. (The difference between Joint-

Service moral waiver types tabulated by DMDC and the waiver classifications

used by the Air Force and Marine Corps is a case in point.) Inter-Service

actions to improve the collection, automation, and sharing of data would

produce major benefits in allowing better analyses on which individual

Service enlistment policies could be based,

3J Conclusion

Our recommendations to date fall into two areas:

* the improvement of Joint-Service automated data bases,
includng't'he" development of a descriptive taxonomy of
criminal offenses, automation of much of the data now
maintained only in hard copy (notably DD Form 1966), and
the revamping of the inter-Service separation code system.

* the separation of the moral fitness determination from the
estimation of probability of successful performance.I

Pro While minimum moral standards for, enlistment, dealing with serious

0 •crimes or patterns of antisocial behavior, should apply equally to all appli-

cants, the issue of moral character is really separate from that of military

performance prediction. We would argue that traffic violations and other

minor nontraffic offenses should not by themselves call an applicant's moral

character into question. However, such behaviors do indicate something about

the Individual's attitude toward rules and regulations and have value in
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predicting attrition. Such information can be utilized most effectively if

combined with other types of biodata, such as education level, aptitude,

school expulsions, and so on. The EBIS data collected as part of this

project will be used to assess the feasibility of such a performance predic-

tion model. By separating this analysis from the issue of moral standards

Sper se, greater clarity and economy may be brought to both endeavors.

I

!I
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Table Al

6ld. List of Typical Minor Traffic Uffenses

ilocking or retarding traffic Faulty equipment (defective exhaust,
horn, lights, mirror, muffler, signal

Careless driving device, steering device, tailpipe, or
windshield wipers)

C Crossing yellow line; driving ieft ofcenter Following too closely

Disobeying traffic lights, signs, or Inmroper backing; backing into
signals ittersoction or highway; backing on

expresswey; tacking over crosswalk
Driving uninsured vehicle Improper blowing of horn

I iOriving with expired plates or without
plates InNaroper parking (restricted area, firehydrant, double parking)

Driving without license or with
suspended or revoked license Improper passing: passing on right, inno-passing zone; passing parked schoolDriving without registration or with bus" pedustrian in crosswalk (when not

i'proper registration treated as reckless driving)

Driving wrong way on one-way street Improper turn

Failure to comply with officer's Invalid or unofficial inspection stickur;
directives failure to display inspection sticker3 Falhire to hove vehicle under wntrol Ledving key in ignition

Failure to keep to right or in line' License plates iwproperly displayed or.
not displayed, Failure to signal

Operating overloade•d vehicle
Failure to stop for or yield to

pedestrlin Racing, dragging, contest for speed (whon
not treated as reckless driving)

,, Failure to submit report following
accident Speeding (when not treated as reckless

driving)I '" Failure to yield right-of-way
Spinning wheels; improper start;

zigzagging or weaving in traffic (when
not treated as reckless driving)

Mote: It would be Impractical to prepare an all-inclusive list of minor trarfic
offenses valid for all states, The above list Is intended as a guide. Uffenses of a
similar nature and traffic offense treated as minor by loc:a law enforcemnont ayuncies
should be treated As minor.

Suoirce: Ftin n R n0.ti • of the Stud& Wroup on Moral St.ndards.
Washington, .-.. A- enpower )1 Ob.
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Table AZ

Guide List at Ninor Nontraf tic Offenese

Abusive language under circumstances to Malicious mischief: painting water
provoke breach of peaca tower, throwing water-filled balloons,

Carrying concealed weapon (other than missileas at aithletic contests, or
firearm); possession of brass knuckles throwing objects at vehicle

Curfew vialsion Nuimanco, committing

Uischerging firearm through carelessness Poaching3 Uischarying firearm within miunicipal Possession of cigarettes by minor
limits

Possession of indecent publications or
Ulsobeying summons pictures
Disorderly conduict.; creating disturbance; Purchase, possession, or consumption of
boisterous conduct alcoholic beverages by minor

Disturbing peace Removing property kinder 1lien

Orinking liquor on train (other than club Removing property from public grou~nds
car)

Robbing orchardIDrunk in public; drunk and disorderly Shooting from highway
Dumping refuse near highway

Shooting on public road
Fighting; participating in affray

Fornication orpl gasul -g otperatinalingoaThrowing glass oa thrmtia inod

il sipal handbook, raffle, lottery, Trespass to property
punch boardt icig okih

Juvenile wo-criminal misconduct: beyond Unlawful asseimbly
U'parental control, incoiriglble, Using or wearing unlawful simblvoN ~~~ryimey, truanit, or wayward Vgac

Killing domestic animal
VendalIIsmir Injuring or defacing publicI.Liquort unlawful manufacture. sale, or property or propert~i of another;possessioon, or consumption in public shooting out streetlights

PlaceViolation of fireworks law
LoitringViolation of fish and game laws

Noe: It would be Impractical to prepare an all-inclusive list of minor nontraffic
offenses valid for all states. The &boy* list Is intended as a guide. Offienses of AI similar nature should be treated as minor offenses. In doubtful cases, the following
rule Should be appitedi if the maximum confinement under local law Is four months or
less, the offense should be treated as minor.
Sources Finding ang 93cpmn tions ofh $u Grout) on Moral Standards.
Washington,; u. 5.: 0wýrappower),k MO.
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Table A3

Guidie List of (likaminor) Hisdimemamor

Adultery Patty larceny (value $IUO or less);
stealing hub caps; shoplifting

Assault consummated b~y battery
keckloss driving

Sreaking and ontering vehicle Resisting arrest
Selling or leasing wtapons to minor

wih ntn to defraud or deceive Slander
($100 or less)

Stolenuproperty, knowingly receiving
Conspiring to comit msudemeanor (value $100 or less)3Contributing to delinquency of minor Suffrage rights, interference with

Desecration of grave Unlawful carrying of firearms; carrying
concealed firearmI U~~~~riving while drugged or Intoxicated Ulwu nr

Failure to stop and render aid after
accident Unlawful use of long-distance talaphone

lines
Indecent exposure

Use of telephone to abuse, annoy, harass,
Indecent, insulting, orobsceno language threaten, or torment another,

communicated to a femaile directly or by Uigba ihu we osnIteloepn one Uigbo ihu we' osn
Leaving dead animal wilfully discharging firearm so as to

endanger life, shooting in public place
Leaving scene of accident (hit and run)

Wrongful appropriation of motor vehicle;
Looting joyriding; driving motor vehicle

without owner's consenta3 Meglgenshomicide

&This grouip of mr or vehicle offenses, and offenasit of gomparable nature and seriousness
but variously described (auto theft, auto larceny, etc.), comprises the feamiliar case
toIf taking or withholding a motor vehicle without authority and with Intent &I~qkrad-I
t* deprive the owner of his property. It does not encompass offen as whomtere is -i
clear evidence that the offender intended poiriv ntli to deprive tite owner of his mot~or
vehicle. Offeerism of the latter nature arfvicluiidTi , in gravid larceny or emboeulement

Involving a value of over $IN,. which are felonies.

Me t:r It would be impractical tto pra are an all-inclusive list of nonminor
misdemeanors valid for all stateso a abovo list is Intended as guide, Offensesii
of a comparable serriousness should be treated as non-minor misdameanors. In doubtful
casetso the following rule should be applied: if the maximum confinement under local
law exceeds four months but does not exceed one year, the offense should be treated as
a non-marnor misdemeanor. dj Lta tuv(ononMrlSnads

Washington, .C. AkapwrLO.dopo oa tnL
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i Table A4

Guid. List of Felomesi

Aggravat•d assault; assault with Indecent asliult
danerous weapon; assault intentionally
it1114ting greet bodily harm; assault Kidnapping; abduction
with Intent to commit felony Mail matter: abstracting, destroying,

Arson obstructing, opening, secreting,
Attempt to codt felony stealing, or taking

Mails: depositing obscene or indecent

Breaking and entering with intent to matter
comit felony
b Maiming; disfiguringIaibart y Mans lau9hte r

Carnal knowledge of female under 16 Misl r

-Cattle rustling ir of feony

Check, worthless, making or uttering,

with intent to defraud or deceive Narcotics or habit forming drugs:
(over 11U0) wrongful possession, use. or sale

Conspiring to conit felony Panaering

Criminal libel Perjury; subornation of perjury
Extortion Public record: altering, concealing,

destroying, mutilating, oblitering,
Forgery; knowingly uttering or passing or rumoving

forged instrument Rape

Graft
Riot

SBrad larceny; embezzlement (value over3$ 1OU) Robbery

Housebreaking Sedition; solicitation to coawit sedition

Indecent acts or liberties with child Sodomy
, Under 16 Stolen propery, knowingly receiving(value over 1UO)

Snote: It would be impractical to prepare in all-inclusive list of felonies valid for
all states. The above list is intended as a guide. Offense% of comparable seriouness
should be treated as felonies. In doubtful cases, the following rule should be
agplied; If the maximum confinewent under local law exceeds one year, the offenseshould be treated as a felony.

"Somc: Findingt and Recommmn tiotio , he Stud Group on Mýral Standards.5 U
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